
Dear Committee Members and all others who may review this account: 
 
Here in Vermont, we often think our right to keeping others out of our crotch is permanent.  I 
appreciate you making this so by this bill.  Please do not let the so called 'conservatives', by my 
name 'SLAVERS', because like Slaveowners, they want control over my crotch and to empty my 
pockets.  Power and control folks who masquerade under ' Christian values' need to be called 
out for what they are.  Do you really think Jesus Christ would be against women having power 
over their own fertility?  Jesus scolded the marketplace money Worshippers and he walked 
closely with women who were turned out in their society, despite them having few or no 
choices in their society.  Likely many of these women had been raped through incest, as girls, 
and their souls deeply imprinted by  sexuality Destroyers.  
Forty percent of Vermonters Voted for the Monsters in current power.  WE have not even heard 
the data about the Senate REpublicans, Mitch McConnell in the lead who have monetized access 
to the US through NRA contributions by their Russian Handlers. This will likely take the next two 
years to come to light.  What a rotten joke this country has become!  High TReason!   
Clearly, these folks against this law would have their hands and hearts full, if what they state 
matters to them, the lives of babies, children and pregnant women, if they were out there 
taking care of them .  They would not even have time to come to a hearing!  And, on hearing the 
true stories from the vulnerable, they would never present against a meeting like this!  Maybe a 
few loose cannons, but not many.  I hope you are aware that usually about 20% of any group of 
humans are called the 'laggards'. They anchor the group and are always against change and 
progress.  It is their role so the group does not head down the wrong road too quick.  This is not 
the case now as we all know the Supreme Court was just handed a Justice who abused women 
in his day and sees nothing wrong in this.  A power and control freak raised in Washington DC 
where the air is muddled by a fog of MONEY! 
 
A weakened stupid law will not help us.  I have lived across the US in both the NW, SW with lots 
of input from Californians and Midwesterners.  The US is not just divided but the Dys-
United.  Many states have continued at the federal trough but refused to abide by federal 
laws.  They have pretended or sought variances and commanded appearances.  Did you know 
that in Seattle Washington, a bastion of so called Progressives,  they shoot their babies 
routinely?  Have you not heard about this?  Well, they will never tell you that their love of 
LOaded guns everywhere has led to this.  Not even a blip in the newspaper or editorials of 
outrage! In spring of 2012, four were killed in 5 weeks!  The babies pick up the loaded guns and 
shoot sibs or themselves!  Do you know the state of Washington is under State Judicial order for 
maybe 9 years to fully fund education?  That because their system is so profoundly underfunded 
they create angry young Down Syndrome adults in their pitiful rotten system?  Very hard to 
do.  Never spoken about as this is Taboo!  So much you do not know or hear about.....   
The sheer incompetence in New Mexico is unbelievable.  The weather is great!  But the hatred 
amongst the races makes it amazingly violent!  The Hispanics commit the same injustices White 
MEN have committed against the Blacks, Native Americans, their own from Mexico and smart 
white Gringoes.   
 
The US is not as it seems.  If New England can not maintain its sanity, it will drift downward.  The 
economics of rural Vermont leave this likely.  Combining the schools when there is no benefit to 
be gained is a fool's errand.  What do you think in a poor small town occurs when the vacuum of 
the school is created!  Drugs, white supremacy, fear, loathing, welfare culture...  Check out West 
Virginia. They did this in the 1980s.  It led to 1.5 hour bus rides each way for some of the kids. 



 
Women are under attack.  WE have stepped out of our role with the "me too' movement and 
powerful men beginning to be held accountable for their brutality and loathing of the 
feminine.  We must stand strong and move the US forward by example.  The US has never been 
a place for everyone.  It is time we must make the US safe for everyone.  If we continue down 
Trump's path and his cronies, we will become like Poland next to Germany and pretend we are 
United.  We must work toward this Re-uniting by being the LEADERS. 
 
Thank you for the truly Good you do. 
 
Sincerely, 
Vicki Ward MSN 
Barnard VT 
 


